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N

ews on the progress of the response to the Covid-19
pandemic in Australia has been positive and
heartening. As a result, we are delighted to advise
members that our July adjudicators are all prepared to
accept mailed entries for our competition puzzles and quiz.
We can therefore resume our normal award of prizes for
the winner selected at random from the list of successful
solvers. As a small measure of compensation for the hiatus,
prizes will be increased to $100 per puzzle. Our thanks to
the adjudicators for their public-spirited decision: good luck
with your solving. Since the start of the Covid pandemic
we have been including some previously-published puzzles
in ACCOLADE as bonuses in an attempt to help with selfisolation. It’s not much trouble to resurrect them and put
them on the website but before doing so I should like to
know if members are finding them diverting and would wish
to continue solving them. Please let me know via General
Comments on ACCOLADE if you see a continuation of the
bonus puzzles as being desirable and I’ll be happy to make
them a regular feature of the ACCOLADE page. Ian Williams

O

ur thanks to Claire Batum for making Noel Jessop’s
book A Ton of Cryptics available via CrOZworld.
Because of the resumption of the Good Grids page
we shall no longer be publishing extracts. The complete
text of the non-puzzle element of the book is available by
email for any members who wish to complete the course,
or obtain Noel’s wise words in a more convenient format.
Please contact Ian Williams (see Leading Lights below) for
your copy.

Our masterly Puzzle Editor, Ian Williams, has again
selected a fascinating set of excellent puzzles and quiz
for you this month. Our perennial favourites include
Bogeyman, JAXA & Pentangle. Manveru has compiled a
challenging puzzle in Slot 4 and we are privileged to publish
another puzzle by Nigrum Cattus in Slot 5. In Slot 6 St Jude
has given us a superb cryptic and in Slot 7 we publish
another engrossing and stimulating cryptic by Zinzan. We
have a marvellous Quiz by KA titled Double Double Trouble.
Best of Luck with your solving.
—Patrick

W
S

e seem to be heading down the road to a second wave of COVID-19
infections; daily updates for those of us in Victoria especially
are worrying. Thank goodness for the ACC and the puzzles,
keeping us safely inside.

lot 1: Very well received by solvers, many commenting on the
cleverness and fun involved. Some obvious typos (COLARADO,
COLORADA for COLORADO) and a few stumbles over VAMPIRISM
(VAMPIRIUM - is that where vampires are kept? – VAMPIRISH,
VAMPIRIBM) and a small number of other slips.

S
S
S

lot 2: Some interesting words and great clues made this a popular
slot. No particular error stood out but I enjoyed the one typo
which offered NIGHTNIGHT for NIGHTLIGHT – I suppose there’s a
connection there.
lot 3: Lots of solvers were delighted to find Nina and appreciate how
helpful she is. Very few errors made (again, typos) which I always
think is the mark of a well designed puzzle.

lot 4: The alphabetical puzzles are always popular and this was
no exception. Some interesting words (BEES = yeast) but isn’t
discovering new words one of the delights of this game? Errors
here were one-offs except for two misspellings of JUBILEE (JUNIPER,
JUPITER).

S
C

lot 5: First contribution from Aver (James Leaver) was really liked
by solvers, with many comments on clever clues. Again, some typos
(ECSTACY for ECSTASY, GUYSER for GEYSER, WINTRR for WINTER
and some others) but nothing major.

OTM: There were 20 nominations (I couldn’t allow a nomination for
“The Nina” in Slot 3) from slots 1-5. Slot 2 was the most popular,
with 7 nominations, but only one nomination (HOLMES in Slot 5
with 2 votes) received more than a single vote. So congrats to our new
setter again!					
—David Grainger
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Half and Half –
with
A Difference
by

Bogeyman

Prize
$100

Cryptic clues are
shown in italics.

Across
8 More offhand (6)
9 Of no practical importance (8)
10 Was there on the first of April and tricked nurse and
journalist (8)
11 Stance (6)
12 Current Australian representative (3)
13 Top card (3)
14 Arab Emirates initially taking local money for radio
equipment (7)
17 Mathematically-inclined reptile? (5)
19 Target (3)
20 Wrap a collection of rodents (5)
23 Refrain from voting (7)
24 One country for a seabird (3)
25 Riot at a party! (3)
29 Gainfully occupied (2,4)
30 Gallery contents, perhaps (8)
31 Supporter taking one half of cafe cake decoration (8)
32 Related (6)

Down
1 Alga (6)
2 Restaurant client (5)
3 Dehydrated plant – often found in port! (7)
4 Male relative finds ecclesiastic graduate within 24
hours, while ... (5)
5 ... injured female just got older (7)
6 Strange – author entered shop first with s-states of
wild excitement (9)
7 Devilish (8)
15 Naval vessel (9)
16 Deism, oddly, is obscure (3)
18 Male player making first appearance (8)
21 Coloured spirit delivered as cocktail (4,3)
22 Equipment for cleaning up crumbling stupa found in
the outskirts of Dharan (7)
26 Vintage aircraft for native American (6)
27 Senegal end of rally from Paris (5)
28 Cover for act by Office of National Assessments (5)

Slots 1-5: Kath Harper, 1/1 Church Street, Port Fairy Vic 3284.
e-mail: harpy65@gmail.com.
Closing mail date: Friday 31 July 2020.

|S|E|N|D|
|S|O|L|U|T|I|O|N|S|
|T|O|:

ACC

Slot 6: Send your entries to Drew Meek, 6 Levien Street Scullin 2614
ACT: e-mail: drewski1@hotmail.com . Please note that mail entries will
be sent to Switzerland via a forwarding service so please send solutions
by email if possible, or allow at least a week before the closing date to
be sure that your entry is received.
Closing mail date: Friday 14 August 2020.
For Online entry, submission and adjudication of all puzzles via
ACCOLADE click on the ACCOLADE button on www.crosswordclub.
org home page.
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Cryptic
by

JAXA

Prize
$100

Across
9 Rewrite adroitly part of a novel (8,2,1,4)
10 Hearse nicely conveyed cause of death (7)
12 Loss of fluid as eagle flutters around
hollow ark (7)
13 Lover loses head, displays 9, goes over 			
the edge (9)
14 Foothold first achieved in prison (5)
15 Has, in 1 Down, language problem (7)
18 Inspect former organic compound (7)
21 Plant or attach (5)
23 Parliamentary system assembled by pen maker 		
with half American male (not me!) (9)
25 Area shown by account regarding time (7)
26 Weakest part of Hungary includes academic 		
institution (7)
29 Ankoolger seen on stage (4,4,2,5)
Down
1 Even damp Nina can show Pacific location (4)
2 Hospital worker gets amongst me and others for
		
containers (4)

3 Spreads cereal with piece of chestnut (8)
4 Lubricating device asserts ability of 			
its contents! (6)
5 Small company has drinks before time
to merge (8)
6 Some Asians report ill-feeling (6)
7 Worry before a writer found in Japan (8)
8 Attributed to Orwell? Crikey! (2,6)
11 Padre in position – get ready! (3,2)
15 In the morning, using mouth in a wicked way (8)
16 Enthusiastically promote return of French black
poetry (8)
17 Nice beam adjusted for atmosphere (8)
19 Include men in those born under the Ram, like 		
Khachaturian (8)
20 Approaches limits of nude Latin art (5)
22 Barney, after some reshuffling, is in the 			
neighbourhood (6)
24 Religion seen with cold eye (6)
27 Anxious in unprepared gymnastics (4)
28 Road surface with soft protective cover (4)

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Wonderful behind-the-scenes work to keep the puzzles coming and the solvers happy. Thank you!
Kath Harper
• My first attempt at ACCOLADE. Don't know. [Congratulations, Jean – perfectly submitted for a perfect 5 – Adj] 		
		
Jean Evans
• There should be two dots for Aver's Slot 5!
Max Roddick
• Thank you again for all responsible for such great pleasure.
Robyn Wimbush
• Great entertainment this month. Thanks to setters.
Hilary Cromer
• All very enjoyable and interesting puzzles; as always.
Laurence Kennedy
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Cryptic
by

Pentangle
Prize
$100

Across
1 One who worries about premature end 		
to occupation? (6)
4 Very wise people trade gold for man in 		
handcuffs (8)
10 Pester social worker about beginning to lie 		
and argue erratically (9)
11 Censor Switzerland from part of book to		
make more appropriate (5)
12 Chose to insert abbreviated part into 			
reference book (5)
13 Bird circling island after strong taste 			
of fruit (9)
14 President's car? (7)
16 Look that is seen in the outskirts of Milan (4)
19 Looks both ways (4)
21 Man's upset about the songs... (7)
24 ...and a number rearranged into a faster 		
movement now (9)
25 Joint irritated? No way! (5)
26 Cover outside of door with contents 			
of paper (5)
27 Fairly good list of facts about obscure lore (9)
28 Cryptic clue for seven becomes 			
more equal (5,3)
29 An indication of an error in this 			
type of clue (6)

ACC

Down
1 Crowd, about to show disapproval, led 		
upheaval (8)
2 Call about retrospective story telling (8)
3 The Spanish and English animal (5)
5 One old friend, missing initially, is
AWOL perhaps (7)
6 Mitigation meant to change irregular beat
		
inside (9)
7 Country found by way of following the 		
French head of tourism (6)
8 Show or hide? (6)
9 Darker complexion resulting from aunt's
new makeover (6)
15 Hero's lover's imprisoned by very large 		
poisonous plants (9)
17 Hold back and forbid wasting time with
child's play (8)
18 Female escort rushes around, filled with
energy, on top of staircase (8)
20 Japanese massage therapy shuts out 		
overwhelming extremes of influenza (7)
21 A small shapeless mass initially rejected
and offered up to god (6)
22 Rising expert starts to delve into 		
evil villain (6)
23 Hide a teenager inside? Just imagine! (6)
25 Marauder's heart is set on interior of brick
containing gold (5)
|P|A|G|E| |5|
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AJ
by
Manveru
Prize
$100

Solutions begin with the
given letter.
Place them in the grid,
jigsaw-wise, where they fit.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Clobber a non-drinker with rage (6)
Manoeuvres cutter initially starboard across English Channel (11)
Car is tested rigorously under supervision – initial signs indicate a lemon (6)
A swarthy complexion; sun-kissed perhaps (9)
Touchscreens redesigned without resistance to shields (11)
Stutters following change to start of speech (7)
Polish Government getting on top of deficit (5)
Bail here, criminal could be let out? (8)
One from Novosibirsk heading southwards to find the people of southwest Europe (8)
God! I'm going around with a red spot! (7)
Death tolls? (6)
Light from Venus (7)
Anagram – mangle with disguise ultimately! (7)
Saint Lucia, following storm, is cleared of ships (8)
It's the start of the species according to Darwin? (6)
Cooking utensil, Aga say, replacing German smoker (9)
Find fault with Queen's bible revision (7)
From east to west, heathland site redeveloped to create the most space (8)
Ruined boat, splintered and submerged by furious sea god, sees Odysseus initially escaping (9)
The number of people voting to institute a British reversal in policy (9)
Dark heartless one (4)
Sea faring people falling short in fight with Harold at entrance to Stamford (7)
Wicket prior to break left England in a struggle (7)
They have bills that show the American Stock Exchange is making a comeback (4)
Provincial man to join Liberal (5)
Keen to go green with new leader (7)

|P|A|G|E| |6|
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Cryptic
by

Nigrum Cattus

Prize
$100

Nine clues are of a
particular form, which is
not indicated within the
said clues but may be
deduced from the solution
to another clue.

Across
1 Fired at cattle dog with a stunner (4,6)

33 Promise son broth, a type of alphabet soup (10)
Down

7 Poet sanctioned broadcast (4)

2 Hunter's friend floored boar (5-3)

9 Crafty or insidious struggle (6)

3 End of espresso, with short latte beating the lot (5)

11 Fighter set about soldier; initially leading Islamic
State (8)

4 It happened in the seventies (5)

12 In Scotland, own aging horse passed away (3)

5 People spurned through being accepted by 			
the French (6)

13 Gives wedding vow after becoming an admirer (8)

6 Footballer earned shining halo! (5,4)

14 Snack to be suitable (6)

7 "Corrida" is quite a mouthful (9)

15 Gang busted in a card game in the 17th century,
perhaps (4-3)

8 Country became independent area after USSR
dismantled (6)

18 Doctor grins on rounds (5)

10 A spike put up for a climber (5)

20 When first starting, cruciverbalists like us expect
some hints (5)

16 Australian holiday destination presents a chilly
spectre (4,5)

21 Upset Italian hiding in academy entrance (7)

17 Large primates devoured fruit (5,4)

25 Hand knitted woollen fabric made by old woman
coming to grips with delicate heart (6)

19 Startles nervous young actresses (8)

26 Capital mismanagement in financial institution (8)
29 Initially only unclaimed returns regarded as belonging
to us (3)
30 Change covering new career involving physical
training (8)
31 Daughter celebrated, holding a tassel (6)
32 Morse had a dot recorded for entry (4)

ACC

22 Inspire with alternate film about ET (5)
23 Mate came just before the weekend! (6)
24 Empty threat in WACO provoked a second dramatic
turn (3,3)
27 Reading in monotones is unacceptable (3,2)
28 Reorganisation at military, not in Territorial Army, is
an oversight (5)

|P|A|G|E| |7|
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For Your
Amusement!
by
St Jude
Prize
$100

Nine answers are themed
and are not defined in the
relevant clue.

Across
1 Friends' account of old-fashioned bent canes (13)
12 Muddy flash man in den (4)
13 Dyes' smells cleared away? (4)
14 Not quite stupid but rarely sick (4)
16 Jewellery with second rate facet (6)
17 Hidden birth alias (6)
18 European group of three from Portugal and Spain (7)
21 Interjection clocked in California perhaps? (3)
23 Single language, back to front... (3)
24 ...and out, codes information (3)
25 Damages deranged Mister Dent (10)
28 Own goal by Reserve Monsters (5)
31 Exultations by father for each of partners (6)
32 Fellow of the American Academy rocks! (3)
34 Deer call: Stroke! (3)
35 Bed plan (4)
38 Place oil all over (8)
39 Aim for snake to leave in anger (3)
40 Church at American tribe's waterfall (5)
41 Covered, on the other hand, died. (7)
43 Many or one of 31 actuaries' group (10)
46 16th whiz (3)
48 Opponent of return of English (3)
49 Yokel abandons agreement to follow Beth losing her head on
base alcohol (5)
52 Support 46 vacating the tent (3)
53 Announced you raced to Iowa (6)
54 It's funny when small baboon inserted hoop without me (5)
55 Hesitation to take shock therapy standing up (5)
Down
1 Whiteness of priest's vestment in ancient Tokyo (6)
2 Scots' call about article (3)
3 Get money from instrument of Chinese sailor (6)
4 Old city pike driven (5)

|P|A|G|E| |8|

5 Trouble with topless spinnaker perhaps (3)
6 Clumsy alpine ptarmigan captured (5)
7 Hormone, briefly, in a nutshell (3)
8 First class, like nurses (4)
9 Climb steep ravine for zero points (3)
10 Delivered women's magazine (4)
11 Burns since washing down with liquor (4)
15 Stale urine to start to smell of sand eels (5)
17 Priest disturbed by task (11)
19 Wild hunt agreed to uncollected outcome (10)
20 Concerning fish understructure repair (6)
21 Tipped over some caipirinha on arrowroot (3)
22 Request No 52 as dinner drink (3)
26 Honey apple was born (9)
27 Planned school education for learner due but in disarray (9)
29 Age approaches (5)
30 Belarus took measure: not quite complete but more than
enough (8)
32 Club specialists' stresses (7)
33 Ruin small bra perhaps? (7)
35 Political chop up (3)
36 Cropped identikit image of ancestor (4)
37 Number of aliens or place where they can be found? (4)
42 Excited French leave the caper (5)
44 Field and lough, poetically faithful (4)
45 Pine endlessly for fellow students (4)
47 Pandemonium centred on brooding guitar music (3)
50 Old salutation for cardinal's office (3)
51 Payback scold (3)
Send your entries to Drew Meek, 6 Levien Street Scullin
2614 ACT: e-mail: drewski1@hotmail.com .
Please note that mail entries will be sent to Switzerland
via a forwarding service so please send solutions by email
if possible, or allow at least a week before the closing date
to be sure that your entry is received.
Closing mail date: Friday 14 August 2020.
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Explanations for June Slots 1 to 5 inc
A C C
Note: cd = cryptic definition; dd = double
R
definition; rev or < = reversal; homophones
O Z
are noted as "homoph" and words from
which they are derived may be shown in
O Z
quotes; anagrams as anag. if straightforward,
W
or (NNNN)*. "Heads" or Tails" are first or
N O T E S
last letters of part of a clue; letters forming
R
solutions are normally written as capitals and
L
removals as lower case; hw or hidden = hidden
D
word. Explanations provided by individual
compilers may vary from this format.
Slot 1 Crowsman. Down: 1 VAMP + IRIS + M, 2 RUN + SLOW,
3 ODES round ON, 4 (TOIL)* round H, 5 RAIL<, 6 US + AGE,
7 SKIRTS round REd, 8 A + GO, 9 bANANA, 14 (middle)SEX,
17 (NOW + DON) in IS< + A, 18 AS in DECREE, 20 pILLs, 22
Spooner "said he", 23 TON round (COY)*, 24 CHAT round N,
25 SWARD<, 27 A + MASS<, 28 T + WEE, 30 dArWiN.
Slot 2 Zythum. Across: 1 Over + w + helm, 6 cat + an(ch)or ,
9 (sad god)< around "y", 10 E + Q + U inside coal, 11 o + rac(l)
e, 12 cog it ate, 14 met + e, 15 (lie in dungy)*, 18 nigh + t +
light, 20 abut< , 23 s(trump)et, 24 uni + ted, 26 (East Berlin
- ben)*, 27 li in pure + U, 28 wed + g + e, 29 Cryptic def'n.
Down: 1 Job in odd man, 2 en + graft, 3 homoph "weekly", 4
(v)erse(s), 5 formic* + ic(h)e, 6 (el + bid + erc)<, 7 (mountains
- on)*, 8 have around L, 13 in + ad(di)ct + gently, 16 grand +
jury, 17 tom in pain + e, 19 gar + land, 21 r in untied, 22 (h)
un + t + rue, 23 warts<, 25 hidden word.

Slot 3 KA. Across: 8 eat+sup, 9 employ + e + e, 10 fur +
uncle, 11 re+coil, 12 anag, 13 a+tombo(y)+mb, 14 (leg* + c) in
net, 16 un(der)do, 20 draw+able, 23 sam + bar, 25 anag, 26
tablet+op, 27 arran< + tor, 28 gal+ena. Down: 1 ma(quiet-i)te,
2 anag, 3 (spice)*+f+ic, 4 re(new)al, 5 o(port)o, 6 fo(rc)ible, 7dd,
15 law + court, 17 anag (beans+GalactoOligoSaccharide)*, 18
dd, 19 hidden, 21 rag + tag, 22 b(re)ath, 24 First two letters.
Slot 4 Valkyrie. A (N+BULGARIA - I - B)*, B Homoph
"B-sides", C (NAME)* in CrITIC, D DISC+RE+TE, E EX+TENT,
F F(E)AST DAYS, G GO(RILL)A, H HIS+ROT<+I+C, I Hidden,
J JUNE replace n by BILE, K KIN+D+LE, L L(A+ RV)AE, M
M+A+LADIES, N NEWt + L + Y, O OMNIsci (POT) ENCE,
P JAM inside (A SPY)*, Q QU (ICKy) IEt, R REV + ER(S)
E , S S+LENDER, T (EDITOR - O)*, U UND+ER+CUT, V
V+gENERATOR, W WHIST + LING, X (OX+HOUND+MICE)*,
Y Y+EAST, Z ZONkED.
Slot 5 Aver. Across: 1 ROUBLES inside TOME, 7 Abbr
for book of HAGgai, 9 hidden, 10 (SEPTIC + YALL)*-L,
11 LAND+S+CAPE, 12 (etc)ETERA<, 13 OS+S+UARY, 14
(TAStE)*, 17 "debased" as in subtraction of base e, (NICHe)*,
19 DR+UMMED, 22 (A + fIASCo)*, 23 LOVE+BIRDS, 24
(STATEMENT)*, 25 A+ISLE, 26 hidden, labouR UNion, 27
cd. Down: 1 TH + (FOOLED)*, 2 dd, 3 BOAT + (WAS)* + INCH
around S + AIR, 4 C + ST in EASY, 5 (OpENNESS)*, 6 ERIC
+ ARTHUR + BLAIR, 7 (LO)< in HerMES, 8 homoph "geezer",
15 gout as in g-out, (PROMISINg)*, 16 (DaYS) in OS + SUE<,
18 HAL+B+E+R+D, 19 dd, 20 WINnER around T, 21 homoph
of "What's" + ON.

Greetings to our impressive members
I imagine quite a few ACC members have tried their hands at
presenting a course in solving cryptic crosswords – perhaps
through their local branch of U3A or some similar organisation.
I thought it might be useful to publish some suggestions and
experiences in the hope of getting others to share their ideas. This
could have two positive results:
• Improved courses
• An increase in the number of members willing to present courses.
I have attached the next article which focuses mainly on the
advantages of starting with 3-word clues for clues which have
three parts. If you think the idea is worth trying, I’d be happy to
provide further ideas in the hope that, eventually, the column would
become an amalgamation of members’ comments and suggestions.
I would be willing to field members’ responses and come up with
a contribution for each issue.
What do you think?
Brian Tickle (brijoy@tpg.com.au)

Call to Cryptic Crossword Course Presenters
By Brian Tickle

I imagine quite a few ACC members have at some time presented
a course on solving cryptic crossword puzzles. Others may be
contemplating doing so in the future. It seems to me it might be a
good idea to form a group which could share successes and ideas
with the aim of enhancing our courses and having some fun at
the same time.
Suggestion: Start with 3-word clues for clues that have three
parts. In my third and most recent course I decided that the first
six clue types we would examine would be the ones which are
required to include an indicator: anagrams, reversals, hidden
words, homophones, deletions and containment clues.
All of these six clue types have three parts: indicator, fodder and
definition. It seemed like a good idea to introduce each clue type
with 3-word clues in which each word in the clue would constitute
one of the three parts. (In containment clues the minimum is four
words because the clue must include the indicator, the definition
and both the container and the contents.)

ACC

world

Anagrams: A 3-word anagram clue can be parsed like this:
Aunt cooked fish (4)
Aunt – anagram fodder cooked – anagram indicator fish –
definition
The idea of using these short clues was to get the beginners
used to the idea of spotting an anagram indicator, recognising
the anagram fodder with the help of the letter-count at the
end of the clue and identifying the definition. When everyone
in the group had become fairly adept at this we moved on
to longer, more complex clues. Using 3-word clues has the
added advantage of illustrating changes in the order of the
components of the clue. For example,
Fresh bread unwrapped (5) – the order is indicator/fodder/
definition.
Penal reform board (5) – the order is fodder/indicator/definition
Exclude fresh bread (5) – the order is definition/indicator/
fodder.
Join silent assembly (6) – the order is definition/fodder/
indicator.
Ordering each part of the clue like this also helped to reinforce
the very helpful fact than in 99+% of the cases the definition
appears at the start or the end of the clue.
We then progressed to longer clues in which a single word
provided the fodder, e.g. Palestine/penalties and then to clues
in which the fodder was provided by more than one word.
Some of the 3-word anagram clues that proved to be most
popular were:
• Crying irritated retinas (3,5) from The Stickler (David
Stickley).
• Generate fresh drink (5, 3)
• Teenager brewed drink (5, 3)
• Undersized exchange student (7)
• Plot involved danger (6)
• Stayed unusually balanced (6)
• Potential enemy country (5)
• Hidden talent perhaps (6)
•		Clipped trees badly (5)
If you have any questions, comments, suggestions or
experiences you would like to share, please contact me at
brijoy@tpg.com.au
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June 1-2020: Semi-Cryptic by Crowsman (Len Colgan)
• Fitting 16 US states into a 17 x 15 grid is truly amazing. Great
clues too. Favourites were those for DECREASE, CHANT and
SEX.
Brian Tickle
• If 'ANANA' is the correct answer to clue 'Top fruit. Pineapple!', it
is confusing as no such word exists. Pineapple is ANANAS. 			
		
Judy Ferguson
• Sad to see what has been happening recently under the Stars
and Stripes.
Kath Harper
• I didn't understand the wordplay in 18D, AGO. David Bennett
• Liked USAGE.
Max Roddick
• How very clever, 16 states no less. I'm impressed.			
		
Betty Siegman
• An enjoyable exercise.
Roy Taylor
• Good fun!
Robyn McKenzie
• If only the US was as solvable and fun as this!Michael Kennedy
• What fun.
Trish McPherson
• Thankyou Len it was a great puzzle.
Jean Evans
• Great compiling and presentation; liked clue 2. I didn't realize
so many of the states end in A. Lots about them in the news at
the moment.
Ulla Axelsen
• Not sure we needed the flag but we'll take what we can get when
it comes to a puzzle from Len.
Richard Skinner
• Took me down memory lane of travels in the USA. Thanks,
Len.
Ann Millard
• Great puzzle with good clues. Favourites were ANANA, Head
SEA, DRAWS and ASSAM.
Joan Smith
• At first glance I thought this would be impossible – but then I
decided the flag must be there for a reason .... bingo! Nea Storey
• Bit of a breeze given the US flag but it got the month under
way.
Tony Dobele
• Good puzzle, good clues. Crowsman satisfies again. Lynn Jarman
• Nice one – a little different but straightforward.
Mike Potts
June 2-2020: Cryptic by Zythum (Roger Douglas)
• LOI: 24a where "stop" => TUBA is tough.
Ian McKenzie
• I had not encountered COG meaning 'deception' before (12ac).
I enjoyed the clues for CATCH and MICROFICHE. Brian Tickle
• Difficult to pick the best of a fine lot. Perhaps CREDIBLE by a
whisker.
Max Roddick
• I liked the clue to ODD JOB MAN!
Robyn McKenzie
• Can't put my finger on exactly why I found this quite challenging
as the clues were fairly straight forward. Not sure of 'makeshift'
for 'jury'.
Ulla Axelsen
• Some interesting words.
Ann Millard
• Enjoyable puzzle. PURLIEU was my favourite clue. Joan Smith
• Dog days – the perfect description everything that COVID-19
has brought! I made it my COTM.
Nea Storey
• Not sure about ORACLE: NIGHTLIGHT (light = unload?): 21dn
(anag of 'turned' around i not r. Really liked 29ac YESTERDAY. 			
		
Tony Dobele
• Great puzzle. Great clues! Loved WEDGE and TUBA.
		
Bev Cockburn
June 3-2020: Nina by KA (Karl Audrins)
[Many solvers found the Nina and a number correctly identified
Oporto’s location: unfortunately, space has prevented publication
of most such comments – Ed]
• Nice puzzle, where finding the Nina helped the solving of the top
right corner. 24Dn is an exceptionally concise and neatly worded
clue.
Len Colgan
• "Finding this is a problem for some" – but hopefully not for
me! Finding 5dn may be more of an issue though, if it is indeed
OPORTO – surely that is a Portuguese city, rather than a Spanish
town?
Keith Williams
• Nice NINA and nice clues. Favourites were those for TABLETOP,
FORCIBLE, BREATH and the unusual construction to produce
MUESLI.
Brian Tickle
• Truism. For some finding this is a problem.
David Procter
• Ninas usually completely defy me, hence the truth in KA's Nina,
but if the above is correct I've nailed it – yippee. Trish McPherson
• Several brilliant clues – especially FORCIBLE. David Bennett
• I was stuck on the top right corner until Nina came to my
rescue.
Betty Siegman
• Liked ATOM BOMB, NARRATOR – and the Nina. Max Roddick
• Clever Nina chased her tail so effectively that I wasn't sure where
she started and ended.
Kath Harper
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• I don't understand the definition for 3d. Was it supposed to be
medicine? MUESLI was a good clue.
Ian Thompson
• A fun crossword, but I think it is more fun if you let the solver
discover the Nina rather than be told it's there, even if for some,
finding this is a problem.
Ulla Axelsen
• 12ac reminded me that STIFLE is one of the few words that is
an anagram of itself.
Peter McDonald
• Firstly, the Nina, "finding this is a problem for some".
Secondly,4D: I cannot find a Spanish town called Oporto!
Portuguese yes, Spanish no. However, Oporto fits the relevant
wordplays perfectly, as well as the Nina so either I'm wrong (entirely
possible) or I've missed something.
Richard Skinner
• 'Finding this was a problem for some'. Actually it helped with
some of my answers. Loved the MAQUETTE clue.
Joan Smith
• I liked the clue for MUESLI.
Nea Storey
• Finding the Nina wasn't a problem, but finding Portugal's Oporto
in Spain was. Not sure about ITSELF, 3dn (medium = specific?) 		
		
Tony Dobele
• The Nina is "Finding this is a problem for some" = LOVE.
		
Marian Procter
• FINDING THIS IS A PROBLEM FOR SOME. Is this the NINA?
Maybe finding OPORTO is Spain is the problem? Otherwise I do
have a problem! Loved MUESLI!
Bev Cockburn
		
June 4-2020: AJ by Valkyrie (Ulla Axelsen)
• We accepted OMNIPOTENCY for OMNIPOTENCE in slot 4.
• Great puzzle. Favourite clues were those for BESIDES,
SLENDER, VENERATOR and WHISTLING.
Brian Tickle
• A satisfying and painless Slot 4.
Len Colgan
• Liked PYJAMAS and FEAST DAYS.
Max Roddick
• Bees = yeast? I did not know that – until now.
Kath Harper
• These alphabetical puzzles are one of my favourites. This is my
first attempt at ACCOLADE. I don't know why I took so long to
start!!
Jean Evans
• Always a favourite!
Ann Millard
• A few guesses with this puzzle; liked the M and R clues. 			
		
Joan Smith
• In H, what is 'all' doing and how are bees yeast? [Chambers
[Chambers tells
us that a “bee” is a lump of a type of yeast – Adj]. Tony Dobele
• Excellent AJ. Bees meaning was a new one for me! The O clue
took some solving!
Bev Cockburn
• As always a favourite puzzle for me!
Robyn McKenzie
• Thanks for an enjoyable puzzle.
Ian Thompson
• I had trouble working out several of the pointers. I'm making a
list of pointers and came across many 'new to me' ones such as
“exchange for” in O [exchanging one set of words for another – Adj]
and “staging” in S [Just provides the S for adding to LENDER to
make SLENDER {fine} – Adj].
Lynn Jarman
June 5-2020: Cryptic by Aver (James Leaver)
• I enjoyed every minute spent on this excellent puzzle. Favourite
clues were those for TROUBLESOME, LANDSCAPE, THE FLOOD,
HALBERD and WINTER.
Brian Tickle
• I really enjoyed that one even if it was a bit challenging! 			
		
Patricia Abbott
• Some fascinating clues.
Jean Evans
• Enjoyable first offering, welcome to the club.
Ulla Axelsen
• New compiler – hmm. Proved TROUBLESOME! Not sure of all
my answers.
Nea Storey
• Excellent lockdown fare! Thank you Aver
Aver!!
Max Roddick
• Challenging puzzle, favourite clues LOVEBIRDS and GEYSER.
		
Joan Smith
• In 15dn 'but' seems incorrect, coming between fodder and
anagrind but I liked the G-OUT. Great to have a new setter,
welcome Aver
Aver..
Tony Dobele
• I found this very interesting to solve, and educational. 			
		
Ian Thompson
• Welcome to the compilers, James – an excellent start.
		
Bev Cockburn
• Great crossword. Lots of very clever and misleading clues! 			
		
Robyn McKenzie
• My printer missed the last line of the bio for Aver
Aver.. I think it said
this was a first contribution to the ACC. If this is the case well
done. I needed lots of guidance from my knowledgeable mentor! 		
		
Lynn Jarman
• Congratulations James on an excellent first puzzle. 			
		
Laurence Kennedy
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Send solution to: Drew Meek
6 Levien Street Scullin 2614 ACT:
e-mail: drewski1@hotmail.com
Closing mail date: Friday 14 August 2020.
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Post entries for puzzles 1-5 to Kath Harper, 1/1 Church Street, Port Fairy Vic 3284.
The closing mail date for puzzles 1 to 5 is Friday 31 July 2020.
For Online entry, submission and adjudication of all puzzles via ACCOLADE
click on www.crosswordclub.org home page.
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May 6-2020: Mainly Cryptic by Raoul (William
Ryan)
Entries received: 66 Correct: 51 Success rate 77%.
Compiler’s comments: Well, that escalated quickly.
I enjoyed reading all the correspondence, despite
the range of comments running the gamut from
‘unacceptable’ to ‘special needs project’. I thought
it might be a bit of fun – Sort of ‘Love In The Time
Of Covid’? Mistakes were nearly all typos – Strange
considering all entries were Accolade, bar one – I
believe there is a spill cheque? Thank you for all
the well-wishing – I have been hunkering down, and
was lovely to hear from so many. I also received an
unsolicited photo of some 36Ds – A special thank
you to Leprechaun.
Explanations: Across: 1 MASS + IF, 5 RE-SIGNED, 9
STUNS + AIL, 10 ALL + EG + E, 11 cd, 12 SpEW with
M for P, 13 cd, 15 dd, 16 cd, 18 homoph "prophets",
20 cd, 21 pictorial, 23 dd, 24 cd, 25 cd, 26 cd. Down:
2 (TRADE)* + CO, 3 odd letters, 4 cd, 5 pictorial, 6
pictorial, 7 GOLD + SMITH, 8 cd, 14 anag, 17 cd, 19
dd, 22 cd.

Solvers’ Comments
• Nice variety of clue structures.
Ian McKenzie
• Hugely entertaining, barely comprehensible and
barely sane – a paradigm Raoul offering, then!
SMEW/SPEW was the third solution I entered, so I
was laughing from early on in the piece. Loved the
creativity of 6dn (STAND-UP COMEDIAN), although
something evidently went awry in production for 21ac
(SIDE EFFECT(S)). DOGGEREL might have claims to
one of the best "&lits" ever. I am still chuckling now.
Thank you, Raoul.
Andrew Miles
• A unique puzzle.
Andrew Patterson
• Liver evil? you got that back to front. Roy Taylor
• Left-hand side held out longest. Raoul, you've done
it again!
Tony Dobele
• Unfortunately I am old enough to remember Roly
Poly Pudding, made wrapped up in cotton cloth.....
not as nice as your photo of Swiss Roll! Julie Leigh
• Classic Raoul! You know you're in for a treat when
it comes with a warning.
Michael Kennedy
• Good clues, I specially liked 17dn, OUTDOOR.
Thanks Raoul.
Betty Siegman
• Challenging but great fun.
Ulla Axelsen
• Some fun clues. Thanks, Raoul.
Ann Millard
• Loved the rebus elements!
Patricia Abbott
• I guess, unfortunately, that Raoul has a bit of time
on his hands? Hopefully, back to a new normal soon.
Still, if this puzzle is the result it's not all bad!
		
Richard Skinner
• Just what we needed in this time of isolation and
restrictions – A sense of humour. I was TICKLED to
see a reference to my surname in one of the clues.			
		
Brian Tickle
• Thanks Raoul, for a barrel of fun! Max Roddick
• Always enjoy Raoul's puzzles.
Trish McPherson
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• I put an 'S' in the margin next to SIDE EFFECT to
make it right! Loved the clue for PEAR SHAPED.			
		
Bev Cockburn
• A fun puzzle – but did not find a Mah-Jongg
connection.
Maureen Blake
• Oh dear! It's all going pear-shaped ..... an emoji
and a photo (which looks more like a Swiss Roll than
a Roly-Poly Pudding. Please pass the bottle! 			
		
Nea Storey
• Enjoyable puzzle with some strange clues. Quite
clever.
Joan Smith
• 25ac is (4,6) and not (4,7) and the clue doesn't
really work in the singular.
Drew Meek
• What a joy! This puzzle was so much fun. I'm doing
my best to punish my locked down liver at the same
time. Thanks Raoul.
Pat Garner
• Phew, was pleased to finish (with a lot of help).
Fingers crossed!
Anne Simons
• What a lot of fun!
Robyn McKenzie
• It's been a long time between drinks. A great Raoul
puzzle with his quirky clues.
Doreen Jones
• Visual as well as verbal entertainment – I like it! 			
		
Kath Harper
• As usual, full of laugh out loud moments! 			
		
Alison Martin
• As always, cheeky, quirky and clever. Oh, and fun!
GOLDSMITH my favourite.
Mike Potts
• What a great puzzle. Loved the roly-poly pudding
although I mistook it for a Swiss roll for a while!!!.
The novelty clues were fun.
Jean Evans
__________________________________________________

UK Crossword News June 2020
by Derek Harrison

The May Prize Puzzle was Free Hit by Rebus. This tough
puzzle from the Aussie duo was resolved when the letter
L (what is left) was changed to R. The title referred to
the pop group Free and their 1973 hit All Right Now,
which had to be written below the grid.
There were 45 entries with an unusual number of
errors. Ten entries were marked wrong and none of the
errors were the same. The lucky winner, picked from the
electronic hat, was Philip Wood who will be receiving a
prize of a copy of Chambers Crossword Dictionary which
has been donated by Chambers. A solution is available
at http://crosswordcentre.blogspot.com/2020/06/freehit-by-rebus-solution.html
I have heard that the Enigma Variations puzzles in
the Sunday Telegraph will cease after this August. I
am saddened by this end to a long-running series of
thematic crosswords. EV editor, Steve Bartlett, only
recently took the role of EV editor when Chris Lancaster
was promoted to be Telegraph crossword editor.
A new book which will interest all those new solvers
who have taken up crosswords during the lockdown is
How to Solve Cryptic Crosswords by Chris Lancaster.
This clear guide with lots of examples, explanations of
clue-types and practice crosswords is going to be the
standard handbook. I have made it Book of the Month
on the Crossword Centre. https://amzn.to/3hrALnp
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Lights Out!
by

Zinzan

Prize
$100

Fourteen related, different
answers are totally unclued.
The remaining answers have
their clues in the otherwise
correct order.
Post solution to:
Andrew Patterson,
372 Great North
Road, Abbotsford
NSW 2046.
email: mcandap@
bigpond.net.au.
Closing mail date:
14 August 2020.

Across
Teacher lacking current understanding (5)
Outrage as multinational company almost pockets Australian start-up! (5)
Nice overlapping articles describe some human anatomy (4)
Jousting schedules (5)
He's in a mood, mainly over foreigners (6)
Bother tradesman pocketing a little on the side (7)
Refer to CV (either one!) (3)
Japanese airline's collection of anecdotes (3)
Swimmer Renford uses a little sidestroke (3)
Cutting short unlimited argument (3-2)
Run in reverse at church's suggestion (5)
Back In The USSR depicted a girl? (3)
Some hesitation before beginning to taste long-life milk (1.1.1)
Count up to ten to start (3)
Batsman's goal to be not out (3)
Anger starts to increase really easily (3)
Fabric of unused thematic element's time in Aotearoa (6)
What the Rugby official would do to the game to breathe new life in? (5)
Production ought to start with a very good result (5)
Identified object in perceived danger about to be removed (4)
Great Britpop band produces disc in the prevailing circumstances (5)
The best unused thematic element is a Japanese language (4)
Regional terrace that's a short distance east of Lambert (5)
Down
Henry leaves history lesson to organise those working by themselves (8)
Looked after for less than half a day (3)
Michael Jackson's 1987 album features more than one musician dropping note (3)
Spinal Tap's amps reach this railway free of debt (6)
Taxmen restrict universal drama (4)
Quietly put a covering over a door of gallery (4)
Median price increases for Alan Bond's infamous art purchase (6)
Excited group see Conscience Sector (8)
Cooked a tuna in very upper-class island destination (7)
See some sun between vermin climbing palms (7)
In between, I ate dinner with backing of Manus Island resident? (8)
70s/80s punk band trashed chalets before starting on hotel (3,5)
A device to focus individual reflective skill (6)
Soap ingredient possibly cast a shadow over me in Quebec (4,3)
Decree made a mess of return (6)
Alternative medicine promotes higher occurrence of oxygen (6)

ROUGH COPY
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Quiz No 7/2020 Double Double Trouble by KA.
Each answer has two sets of double letters.
Answers are in alphabetical order.

by KA

Send your answers to Karl Audrins, 10 Elizabeth Parade, Charlestown
NSW 2290. email: karlishane@optusnet.com.au .
Closing Date: 14 August 2020. Prize $100.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Oblige (11)
An alloy (7)
Metrical feet (7)
A drink (6)
Almost extinct fish (14)
Training apparatus (8)
Perplex (9)
Material (11)
Pigskin (8)
Mythical being (7)

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Cocktail (11)
Fabulous animal (10)
Mine host (9)
Bird (10)
Flexibility (11)
Power unit (9)
Spoil (11)
Simple person (5-6)
Unsaddle (9)
Relish (10)

Results of Quiz No 5/2020: Neat (but Untidy) by Nigrum
Cattus (Ray Gooderick)
Entries received: 17.
Results: 30: Ulla Axelsen, Bev Cockburn, Len Colgan,
Doreen Jones, Andrew Miles, David Procter, Marian Procter,
29: Pat Garner, Barbara Glissan, Julie Leigh, Ann Millard,
Danuta Rosendorff, Roy Taylor, 28: Maureen Blake, William
Ryan, 27: Ian Mason, 25: Graeme Cole.
Solutions: 1 All but, 2 Baleful, 3 Bluebell, 4 Bluebottle,
5 Bougainvillea, 6 Bulbul, 7 Bungle Bungles, 8 Culpable,
9 Dumb-bell, 10 Globule, 11 Gullible, 12 Hullabaloo, 13
Incalculable, 14 Laughable, 15 Ljubljana, 16 Lobule, 17
Lugubriously, 18 Lullaby, 19 Lumbrical, 20 Nullarbor,
21 Obliquely, 22 Publicly, 23 Rubella, 24 Spellbound, 25
Slumberland, 26 Subliminal, 27 Syllabub, 28 Trolleybus,
29 Valuable, 30 Voluble.
Compiler/adjudicator comments
Some solutions indicated that some solvers missed the
clue in the title; one of the definitions of “neat” being “bull”,
which represented letters that were to be included at least
once each in the answers. BUNGLE BUNGLES, defined
as “Range” gave most difficulty, but one member cleverly
identified a range containing the required letters and the
correct letter count as BULLEN RESERVE (in the ACT),
which was accepted.
Solvers’ Comments
• Thanks for a great quiz. 'Bungle Bungles' was my last
one in, and I have even been there.
Ulla Axelsen
• Laudably plausible and absolutely soluble for this
numbskull.
Len Colgan
• Re 27, "Something insubstantial" I thought of
THIMBLEFUL, which fits the criteria having the letters
B, U, L and L in the answer, but it has 10 letters not 8!
"Something substantial" could be BARRELFUL!
		
Graeme Cole
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Child (10)
Falling out (11)
Animal (7)
A Jew (8)
Stupidity (13)
A tent (6)
Mosaic (8)
Bird (12)
Australian town (13)
Skullcap (9)

• Ray’s quiz was enjoyable. All words contained the letters
of BULL, presumably a reference to the informal term for
cleaning things (making them NEAT), especially in the
military and especially overly so! Fortunately, I had not
started it before the corrigendum was issued, so the 24/25
reversal didn’t bother me. What did bother me was No. 7.
I could not find it for love nor money. In the end, I had to
stop chasing it and, after more than a week, it came to
me – the Bungle Bungles!
Andrew Miles
• At first I thought they were all going to have the letters
BUT in them, but that didn't work out. I knew number 1
was correct so I found a lot of answers had the same 3 &
4 letters, so I settled on BULL.
Marian Procter
• Good one!
Barbara Glissan
• I enjoyed the challenge.
Ian Mason
________________________________________________________

WORDS FROM WONDERLAND
by Gyles Brandreth

Jabberwock is the name of the fabulous monster in the
poem and is formed on the verb 'to jabber'.
Brillig, according to Humpty Dumpty in Chapter 6, means
'four o'clock in the afternoon – the time you begin broiling
things for dinner'.
Slithy: Humpty Dumpty says, '"Slithy" means "lithe and
slimy". "Lithe" is the same as "active".' You see it's like a
portmanteau, there are two meanings packed up into one
word.
Toves are 'something like badgers – they are something like
lizards – and they are something like corkscrews'.
Gimble is to make holes like a gimlet.
Wabe, as Alice rightly quesses, is the grass plot around a
sundial frequented by toves.
Mimsy is another portmanteau: flimsy + miserable.
Mome, lost, missing home or solemn.
Raths, a sort of green pig; a species of turtle.
Outgrabe, according to Carroll, 'the past tense of the verb
outgribe meaning to shriek or creak'.
Gyre, means 'to go round and round like a gyroscope'.
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Solution to May 7-2020

Cryptic by Flowerman (Ian Thompson)

Compiler’s comments
Thanks, everyone for your comments. Apart from Slang
for STANG there were no repeats of incorrect answers.
Nothing more to add regarding this puzzle, but I received
a thrill a few weeks ago when reading comments in the
Times for the Times blog after completing The Times’ daily
cryptic. Plants is a dirty word for many solvers, and one
commenter wondered if there were any setters out there
with a botanical background. Me, I thought to myself,
and two comments later Isla 3, our very own Isla I believe,
introduced me to the solvers, as Flowerman. Thanks, Rob.
Explanations –
Across: 1 TRAINEe in SR, 6 STAR(c)ounty, 10 sCRAWL,
12 tUNA (W...) ARE, 13 (I DERBYSHIre)*, 14 TIN<, 17
GE in PAR, 18 (ROAST + ABLE)*, 21 SLOGan, 23 hw,
25 par(e)SNIP, 26 Hw< (robbER IDent...<), 28 ER in
(SOLDIER)*, 31 AA in dISC, 34 LEG bye, 35 Z in (A U
ELEVEN)*, 36 BUL(caroB)LET, 37 homoph "tocsin", 38
tEPEE, 39 L + EARNING. Down: 1 CH in (WAS)*, 2 (IN
PanTRYS)*, 3 (L)AWRY, 4 hw< [seem ED UNhappy], 5
RASP + BERRY, 7 GNAT< + mELOn, 8 cARIES, 9 (TREE)*
in RAT, 11 TABU --> ABUT, 15 (CAROL)* in SELL, 16 G
in MAI, 19 (BASTILLE DAY)* - (LADY)*, 20 F + I + NAGLE,
22 Reverse [Odds dropping in wOrK], 24 (MaNaGERIaL)*,
27 US + E + UP, 29 BE in IX, 30 muSTANG, 32 FETA(L),
33 HUrON.

Solvers’ Comments
• 16d Wordplay is a bit diabolical: Norman (May) &
month both give MAY but "Norman" here actually means
French so MAI. A bit ironic given that the Normans were,
by origin, Norsemen i.e. Vikings, initially non-Frenchspeaking, who settled in what came to be known as
Normandy & were assimilated over time. Ian McKenzie
• An enjoyable challenge. I liked ODDS and FINAGLE.
FETA(L) took me quite a while to parse. Thanks
Flowerman.
		
Andrew Miles
• Good Slot 7 with no real issues other than my own
inadequacy in not knowing tocsin.
Len Colgan
• Lots of new (to me) words: TOCSIN, STANG, TRYPSIN,
SCHWA, ASTILBE. Well done!
Tony Dobele
• Thanks, Flowerman for making isolation enjoyable. 		
		
Betty Siegman
• Some very convoluted clues; a great challenge. 		
		
Ulla Axelsen
• Really not sure of 33D. Lake = Huon but why and
can't find a flower (or flower) to suit so fingers seriously
crossed.
Richard Skinner
• Tricky clues typical of Flowerman, deserving of a Slot
7. Took ages!
Bev Cockburn
• Suitable level of difficulty for Slot 7. Good mental workout.
Nea Storey
• My SOP for Flowerman puzzles: make up a word to fit
the wordplay, then use the dictionary to see if it fits the
definition. Mostly, it works!
Kath Harper
• This puzzle certainly challenged my brain cells. Made
a wild stab at one answer.
Jean Evans
• Thanks, mate. Great fun. Loved ODDS. William Ryan
• Demon cryptic!
Sue Pinder
_______________________________________________________
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METAPHORS AND MALAPHORS
by Gyles Brandreth, 2015
I can read him like the back of my book.
The sacred cows have come home to roost with a 			
vengeance.
We could stand here and talk until the cows turn blue.
We will get there by hook or ladder.
There is no head of steam to which one can harness 			
oneself.
It's time to grab the bull by the tail and look him in 			
the eye.
All these whited sepulchres are tarred with the same
brush.
We're not out of wood yet by a long chalk.
The skeleton at the feast was a mare's nest.
He was watching me like I was a hawk.
He's a wolf in cheap clothing.
They're diabolically opposed.
From now on, I'm watching everything you do with a
fine-tuned comb.
It's as easy as falling off a piece of cake.
He's like a duck out of water.
These haemorrhoids are a real pain in the neck.
It's time to step up to the plate and lay your cards 			
on the table.
He's burning the midnight oil from both ends.
It sticks out like a sore throat.
It's like looking for a needle in a hayride.
People are dying like hot cakes.
He's a little green behind the ears.
We have to get all our ducks on the same page.
He's a rough diamond with a heart of gold.
The fan is going to hit the roof.
I have a lot of black sheep in my closet.
I'm swearing like a bullet.
Wild horses on their bended knees would not make 			
me do it.
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Results of the Clue Writing Competition No 3/2020
Write a clue for BLUEPRINT (9)
Adjudicated by Michael Kennedy

Definition from Chambers (12th edition)
n A photographic print, white on blue, on paper sensitized with
ferric salts produced from a photographic negative or a drawing on
transparent paper (also called cyanotype, ferroprussiate print); a
detailed plan of work to be done, or a guide or model provided by
agreed principles or rules or by conclusions from earlier experiment.
Thank you to all for your entries, particularly to those of you that
send a clue in each time. There was a notable missing clue this
month, as the late Bob Crossman never failed to send in an entry
(usually with some witty remark), many of them winning ones. I
will miss him.
I usually have some reason, even a vague one, for selecting the word
of the month. Not so here. It was completely off the cuff. However,
it set a robust challenge as it doesn’t lend itself to convenient
anagrams. As a result, charade-style clues were the go-to parsing
method. The main point to remember is try not to use a synonym
for half the word that could define the entire word (in this case –
print and blueprint).
The winning clue comes from the digital pen of Ron Carpenter
with his cryptically defined poser.
A typo in the plans? (9)
The entries are listed in alphabetical order and the definitions,
where appropriate, are italicised.
A straight and appropriately cryptic clue for desigm **½
The first two clues are based on the fact that blue can be defined as
mistake, error or blunder (a very Antipodean definition). This first
one is certainly unique, but does test the boundary of solvability.
Essentially, the final word ‘desigm’ is deliberately spelt wrong as
a blue, or error, print would be a misspelt word. As a blueprint,
would offer a possible solution, in effect it serves as both a straight
and a cryptic clue, hence the parsing. A clue like this would need
a question mark (possibly two) at the very least. So, kudos for
thinking laterally, but this one is more a compiler’s clue than a
solver’s.
A typo in the plans? ***½
This second clue continues the theme of the colloquial ‘blue’ for
error, but in a very different way. It simply, but effectively, refers
to a typo (a blue print) and then provides a question mark to alert
the solver that there’s an extra play on words here. It’s arguable
as to whether the plural plans fits the singular definition, and I
would have just used plan to play it safe. However, I do like this
clue – it’s short and punchy, and provides the solver with that ‘aha’
moment when solved.
Frank brings in new pier design ***
The parsing here uses blunt (frank) around an anagram of
pier as indicated by new. It’s elegantly done, and the surface
rendering makes perfect sense. I may have opted for ‘introduces’ or
‘incorporates’ rather than ‘brings in’, but that’s purely subjective.
Master plan for derelict pier in dull location ***½
This next clue uses precisely the same parsing method of blunt
around an anagram of pier. The chosen words together create a
believable image of a refurbishment proposal.
Melancholy photo of model ***
This is a simple charade that joins blue to print. It’s not easy to
write a four-word clue that portrays a story, but one could easily
imagine such an artistic image.
Plan down spoor without putting foot down ***
This charade clue is parsed with down (blue) and print (footprint
without the foot). I love the literal ‘not putting foot down’ as a
removal indication. However, while the parsing is perfectly fine, I’m
unsure as to the surface sense of the clue, but maybe something
to do with tracking an animal.
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Plan to down beer, swallowing last of lager ***½
When in doubt as to the theme of clue, you can’t go wrong with a
beer-based one. The parsing is down (blue) and p(r)int. Down is
disguised well, and the compiler maintains the theme throughout.
Plan to get rude picture **½
A simple charade that joins blue (rude) to print (picture). The
parsing works fine (even if picture is almost too close to the
definition), and despite the theme of the clue, is probably needing
an x-factor to give the clue a lift.
Publish following politically conservative plan ***
This charade clue places print (publish) after blue (politically
conservative). Blue for conservative (based on the Tories) is valid,
but interestingly it’s also valid for democrat, when referring to the
US political party.
Put Berlin, perhaps, in plan ***
Here we have the only complete anagram (putberlin) as indicated by
perhaps (a very handy indicator to remember). The clue’s surface
sense reads well, although one is left wondering about what type
of plan.
Risque stamp design ***
The shortest clue of the competition that again uses a charade of
blue (risqué) with print (stamp). No problem here, and it did help
to use a French-based word in the clue.
Sad impression for guide ***
The charade parsing method proved very popular and here again
we have blue (sad) and impression (print) to provide the definition
(guide).
Strategy dispute, race leader is disqualified ***½
The parsing here is blue (dispute) and s(print). Blue is really a
fantastic word for the compiler due to its quite diverse definitions.
The race event theme works quite well, even if strategy doesn’t
gel perfectly to me. Perhaps using the word plan, such as: ‘Plan
to have race leader disqualified following squabble’, would have
been one option.
The plan is: get right in, down large beer ***½
For entertainment value this clue stood out. It works by literally
placing the letter R inside blue (down) pint (large beer). The clue,
quite fairly, doesn’t stipulate where precisely the R is located, and
that’s left to the solver to workout.

Scoring System

		Poor
Definition
0
Secondaries
0
Fairness
0
Surface
0
x-factor
0

Proper
1
1
1
1
1

Perfect
2
2
2
2
2

Total score Star Rating
0
0
1-2
*
1-3
3-4
**
5-7
***
8-9
****
10
*****
_______________________________________________________________
Clue Writing Competition No 4/2020
For the next competition, please write a clue for CURFEW (6)
complete with explanation. Note: only one clue per person.
Send your clue and explanation to the adjudicator Michael
Kennedy, 27 Hennessy Lane, Figtree NSW 2525 or by email to:
manveru@bigpond.com
Closing mail date: Friday 14 August 2020. Prize $75.
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